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SUMMARY
This paper introduces a formal framework to specify and test systems presenting both soft and hard
deadlines. While hard deadlines must be always met on time, soft deadlines can be sometimes met
in a different time, usually greater, from the specified one. It is this characteristic (to formally define
sometimes) what produces several reasonable alternatives to define appropriate implementation relations,
that is, relations to decide whether an implementation is correct with respect to a specification. In addition
to introduce these relations, the paper also presents a formal testing framework to test implementations and
provides an algorithm to derive sound and complete test suites with respect to the implementation relations
previously defined. That is, an implementation conforms to a specification if and only if the implementation
successfully passes all the tests belonging to the suite derived from the specification. Copyright c 2010
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Received . . .
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1. INTRODUCTION
The complexity of computational systems has reached a level where old intuition-based methods
to check the reliability of systems are no longer valid. Hundreds of system components may be
built by different parties and no team member is able to give a precise prediction about where
critical errors could appear. In these situations, it is more suitable to use automatic tools to
analyze systems according to a given formal method. These methods check system properties
by systematically confronting the ideal system definition or its practical realization against a big
(ideally, complete) battery of critical situations. In this way, it is possible to check a property
in a model representing the behavior of the system (model checking [1, 2]) or to apply tests to
an implementation, trying to check whether it fulfills a property (testing techniques [3, 4]). If
testing is supported by a specification of the system then the approach is usually called formal
testing or model-based testing [5, 6, 7, 8]. In both cases, model checking and formal testing, a
model representing the ideal system behavior is required. Even though the initial frameworks to
formally specify systems, such as Process Algebras [9] and Petri Nets [10, 11, 12], focused on
defining what a system must do, a new generation of models allow the users to define how the
system performs these actions. In this way, probabilistic and temporal issues were introduced in
specification formalisms [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
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Formal testing went through a similar process: From testing only what to also test how. Formal
testing originally targeted the functional behavior of systems, such as determining whether the tested
system can, on the one hand, perform certain actions and, on the other hand, does not perform
some unexpected ones. While the relevant aspects of some systems only concern what they do, in
some other systems it is equally relevant how they do what they do. Thus, as in the case of model
definition, formal testing techniques are also dealing with non-functional properties such as the
probability of an event to happen or the time that it takes to perform a certain action (for example,
[21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]).
One of the problems when specifying timed systems is that it is not always easy to precisely
establish the time bounds associated with the tasks that the system performs. Thus, it is sometimes
useful to consider some degree of indecision in such specifications. In this line, formalisms to
represent systems presenting stochastic-time behavior [29, 30, 31, 32, 33]) can specify constraints
such as “with probability p, the task must finish before t time units have passed”. So, the specifier
does not need to provide the precise point of time associated with a task, but a probabilistic
estimation of the time value(s). However, there are situations where the specifier either does
not have such probabilistic information or does not want to provide such information because it
might unnecessarily complicate the model. In this case, the most appropriate way to specify time
constraints is to use time intervals, that is, the specifier provides a set of possible time values,
instead of just one, but without quantifying the probability that each value of the interval has.
Moreover, it may happen that while testing the correctness of a system, the tester can accept some
imprecision in the temporal behavior of the system. For example, if the specifier cannot precisely
define the temporal constraints of a system, the tester can also have problems to determine what is
the exact notion of passing a test on time. Moreover, it can be admissible that the execution of a task
sometimes lasts longer than expected: If most of the times the task is performed on time, a couple
of delays can be tolerated. This is the idea of a soft deadline, in contrast with hard deadlines that
have to be always met on time. Finally, another reason for the tester to accept imprecisions is that
the artifacts measuring time while testing a system could not be as precise as desirable. In this case,
an apparent wrong behavior due to bad timing can be in fact correct since it may happen that the
clocks are not working properly.
This paper proposes a novel formal framework to specify and test systems where time
considerations fall in the cases previously commented. Time will be introduced in specifications by
extending classical finite state machines with time intervals associated to the performance of actions.
i/o

Intuitively, a transition of a finite state machine such as s −→ s′ indicates that if the machine is in
a state s and receives and input i then it will produce and output o and it will change its state to s′ .
i/o

In the timed extension of finite state machines used in this paper, a transition such as s −→ [t1 ,t2 ]s′
means that if the machine is in state s and receives the input i, it will perform the output o, and reach
the state s′ , and it will take a time greater than or equal to t1 but smaller than or equal to t2 between
the reception of the input and the generation of the output. The main weakness of this model is
that its expressive power is limited when compared with other more complex formalisms such as
timed automata [34]. Most notably, it is not possible to express relations between timed behavior in
different states of the machine. This can be easily done with timed automata by defining constraints
involving different clocks that are initialized at different points. In order to reach an expressive
power similar to timed automata, finite state machines should be augmented with data, as well as
with conditions on data to choose among transitions, in a way similar to the extension considered
in the paper [35]. Therefore, this model can be considered as the basis for a more expressive model.
On the positive side, the simplicity of this formalism is also its main advantage: It is really easy
to define reactive systems where time has to be taken into account but where there is no need to
express complex timed constraints, that is, where the expressive power of timed automata is not
fully used. More precisely, the systems that can be modeled using the formalism presented in this
paper do not have infinite data domains (finite domains can be deployed as usual by generating a
transition for each value of the domain), they require only one clock, and this clock is initialized
before each transition is performed. There is a wide variety of systems that stick to these constraints.
For example, ovens [36] or washing machines (as used in this paper) can be modeled and analyzed
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with this type of formalism (one clock and finite domains). It is important to emphasize that the
simplicity of the formalism allows non-experts in formal methods, but with a background on reactive
systems that receive inputs and produce outputs, to provide a first draft (as the experience shows,
very accurate) of a formal specification of a part of the system or functionality that needs to be
tested.
Testing, as well as the definition of implementation relations, will depend on measuring time
values and accepting the performance of the system if the time behavior is correct up to an
admissible error. The possible definition of admissible will give raise to several alternative
implementation relations and several notions of passing a test. However, there is still a last issue
when dealing with systems where time requirements are given by means of intervals. Since a
black-box testing framework is assumed, it is not possible to check that the intervals governing
the behavior of the implementation are correctly related with the ones corresponding to the
implementation. In fact, the execution of a test will return the time associated with the performance
of transitions, not the associated time interval. As a consequence, all that can be achieved by testing
is to approximately infer the actual intervals of the implementation.
The main original point of this paper is the presentation of a novel specification formalism and
a testing methodology, including the definition of implementation relations, to deal with systems
where imprecisions in the analysis of time behaviors are allowed. This is a major difference with
respect to the usual approaches where a system must always present an appropriate time behavior
to be correct. In contrast with other approaches to non-strict requirements that will be analyzed in
Section 6, devoted to related work, this testing framework provides a rich way to express what is
allowed, partially allowed, or completely forbidden in non-strict (temporal) requirements. In fact,
the proposed implementation relations allow the tester to explicitly consider, for each system action,
• an interval where observed times will be considered as correct;
• a temporal area where any observation will make that the system is considered as incorrect
(even if a single observation falls within it); and
• an undesirable (but partially acceptable) area where observations will be accepted to some
extent, explicitly defined by the tester.

By making a suitable definition of allowed/forbidden areas for each task that the system can perform,
the tester has the capability to impose different non-strict requirements to each system activity.
Moreover, the tester is able to decide how bad observations in the third area are since she may
consider either that the proportion of all observations falling within this area determines the system
(in-)correctness, or that the distance of each observation within this area to the allowed one must be
considered as well. This paper represents an extended and revised version of the paper [37]. This
paper adds detailed discussions and explanations of the main concepts, new illustrative examples,
both numerical and practical, proofs of selected results, and a test derivation algorithm to generate
sound and complete test suites.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a notion of timed finite state
machine and gives some auxiliary notation. Section 3 presents several timed conformance relations.
Section 4 shows how tests are defined and applied to implementations. Section 5 gives an algorithm
to generate sound and complete test suites. Related work is reviewed and briefly compared with the
approach presented in this paper in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 gives the conclusions and some
lines for future work.
2. EXTENDING FINITE STATE MACHINES WITH TIME INTERVALS
This section introduces a notion of timed finite state machine, called IFSM, and some concepts that
will be used along the paper. The main difference with respect to usual FSMs consists in the addition
of time to indicate the lapse between offering an input and receiving an output. First, notation related
to time intervals, sets, and multisets is presented.
Definition 1
Let a1 ∈ IR+ , a2 ∈ IR+ ∪ {∞}, and a1 ≤ a2 . Then, d = [a1 , a2 ] is a time interval and πi (d), for
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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i ∈ {1, 2}, denotes the value ai . From now on, assume that for all r ∈ IR+ , r < ∞, r + ∞ = ∞, and
r
∞ = 0. The set of time intervals is denoted by IIR+ .
Given two time intervals d1 = [a11 , a12 ] and d2 = [a21 , a22 ], d1 + d2 denotes the time interval
[a11 + a21 , a12 + a22 ]. The addition of time intervals can be generalized to
P n summands in the
expectedP
way. Given
n
time
intervals
d
=
[a
,
a
],
.
.
.
,
d
=
[a
,
a
]
,
di denotes the time
1
11
12
n
n1
n2
P
interval [ ai1 , ai2 ].
Given a set S , |S| denotes the cardinal of S , P(S) denotes the powerset of S , and ℘(S) denotes
the powermultiset of S , that is, the set of multisets conformed from elements belonging to S .
The symbols {| and }| will be used to denote multisets. Given a multiset M, r ∈ M denotes that
r appears in M (that is, r has multiplicity greater than 0). ||M|| denotes the cardinal of M including
multiplicity of its elements. For example, ||{|1, 2, 3, 1, 2|}|| = 5.
⊓
⊔

A temporal requirement such as [t1 , t2 ] indicates that the associated task should take at least t1
time units and at most t2 units to be performed. Intervals like [0, t2 ], [t1 , ∞], or [0, ∞] denote the
absence of a temporal lower/upper bound and the absence of any bound, respectively. In the case
of intervals such as [t, ∞], there is an abuse of notation since this interval represents, in fact, the
interval [t, ∞).
Definition 2
An Interval Finite State Machine, in the following IFSM, is a tuple M = (S, I, O, T r, sin ) where S
is a finite set of states, I is the set of input actions, O is the set of output actions, T r is the set of
transitions, and sin is the initial state.
A transition belonging to T r is a tuple (s, s′ , i, o, d) where s, s′ ∈ S are the initial and final states
of the transition, i ∈ I and o ∈ O are the input and output actions, and d ∈ IIR+ is the time interval
associated with the transition.
The IFSM M is input-enabled if for all states s ∈ S and inputs i ∈ I , there exist s′ , o, and d such
that (s, s′ , i, o, d) ∈ T r. The IFSM M is observable if there do not exist two different transitions
(s, s1 , i, o, d1 ), (s, s2 , i, o, d2 ) ∈ T r.
⊓
⊔
Intuitively, a transition (s, s′ , i, o, d) indicates that if the machine is in state s and receives the input
i then, after a time belonging to the interval d has passed, the machine emits the output o and moves
to s′ . It is important to remark that these machines can patiently wait in a state until they receive
an input. The amount of time elapsed during this waiting period will not influence the behavior of
the machine. For example, the traces of a machine do not consider this waiting time. An alternative
possibility consists in assuming that the environment is fast enough or that the inputs are provided
beforehand so that there is no delay between the production of an output and the application of the
next input.
In this paper, the systems under test must be input-enabled. This notion needs and additional
explanation since, in this paper, it slightly departs from its standard meaning. In a non-timed setting,
a system is input-enabled if “for all states of the system, inputs are available.” If this notion is
adapted to a timed framework, the natural translation would be “for all states of the system, inputs
are available at all times.” The notion used in this paper differs from this one since inputs are
available only when they can be performed by the corresponding machine. In other words, inputs
are not available during the lapse between an input is received and the corresponding output is
emitted. Note that this notion of input-enabledness is indeed realistic. On the one hand, if a testing
approach where inputs are provided beforehand is used then, in the formalism presented in this
paper, it does not matter the actual time when they are applied (it is only important to apply them in
the same order provided by the tester). Therefore, it is not relevant that the machine is not accepting
inputs while completing its transitions. On the other hand, if inputs are provided by the tester in
an adaptive way (that is, according to the reactions previously observed) then this approach can be
implemented in the general testing scenario used in [38] by considering that these machines are
equipped with a green light. When this light is on, the user knows that the system is performing
some internal activities (the ones producing the output associated with the provided input) and that
it cannot accept any input. Therefore, the user precisely knows when to apply inputs.
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Figure 1. An example of Interval Finite State Machine.

Example 1
Consider the graphical representation of an IFSM given in Figure 1. This system will be used
as a running example to illustrate the main concepts of the paper. This relatively simple system
adequately represents the kind of systems covered by the current framework: Systems whose
evolutions can be described as an alternating sequence of inputs and outputs and where time plays
an important role, but without time conditions affecting different parts of the system. The machine
depicted in Figure 1 is based on a simplification of a washing machine.
The washing machine provides a set of buttons (bon, bwool, bcot, bec, bquick, bstart,
bopen) and a screen. The buttons allow the user to access the different functionalities of the
machine and correspond to the inputs that can be applied. In this system, some outputs correspond
to the display of different messages. An output such as disp_m indicates that m is displayed on
the screen. During the rest of the paper, and in the context of this running example, m will be
used as a shorthand of disp_m. The specification has eight states, being sin its initial state. The
different transitions are labeled by the pressed button (the input of the transition), the action that
will be executed considering the input applied (the output of the transition), and a time interval
representing the lower and upper bounds of time that the washing machine can spend between the
moment the button is pressed and the associated message/action is displayed/executed.
The behavior of the washing machine is as follows. The initial state, sin, corresponds to the point
in which the user switches on the machine and the system moves to state sel. At this state the user
can choose among the different programs available by pressing the buttons bcot (cotton), bec
(easy cares) or bwool (woolens). This interaction produces the display of the selected program,
changing the system to the sc, sec or sw state, respectively. At states sc and sec the button
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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bquick can be pressed to choose a short washing cycle. If this option is not selected, then the
machine will perform a complete cycle when the button bstart is pressed. In the case that the
user chooses the program for woolens, the quick cycle cannot be selected. Once the washing has
finished, the user must press the bopen button in order to unlock the door. After two units of time
the door will be released.
Overall, the following processes are considered in the system:
• The user chooses the program: Cotton, Woolens or Easy Cares.
• The user selects, by pressing the button bquick, a short washing cycle. It can be selected
only if the program Cotton or Easy Cares was chosen.
• The user must press the button bopen to unblock the door and switch off the machine.

The machine patiently waits at state sel until it receives either bcot, bec or bwool. Note
that the amount of time that the machine stayed at state sel will not be relevant in its subsequent
behavior. If, for example, the user eventually presses the button bcot then it will produce the output
disp_Cotton, taking between one and two time units, and it will move to state sc. As explained
before, the machine will not be able to process an input until the previous output is performed. For
example, in the previously described situation where bcot is received, the system will not be able to
process any input from the moment it receives bcot until it displays the message disp_Cotton.
⊓
⊔
A more operational view of IFSMs can be given by unfolding the time values contained in the
corresponding time intervals to generate a timed labeled transition system.
Definition 3
Let M = (S, I, O, T r, sin ) be an IFSM. The equivalent timed labeled transition system of
M is a tuple (S, I × O, T r′ , sin ), where T r′ ⊆ S × (I × O) × IR+ × S is defined such that
(s, (i, o), t, s′ ) ∈ T r′ if and only if there exists d ∈ IIR+ such that (s, s′ , i, o, d) ∈ T r and t ∈ d. ⊓
⊔
This operational definition is given only to provide an encoding of IFSMs into a standard model
to represent timed systems but it will not be used along the paper since it gives raise to an infinite
number of transitions.
Example 2
Consider the specification presented in Example 1. The equivalent timed labeled transition system
has indeed the same states as the original specification, with the same initial state, and its
alphabet is given by the product of the set of inputs by the set of outputs. Regarding the
transitions of the labeled transition system, each original transition produces a set of transitions,
one transition for each value of the associated interval. For example, consider the transition of
the original specification that outgoes from state sqec, reaches state end, and it is labeled with
the pair bstart/disp_Washing and the interval [35, 42]. This transition generates a transition
(sqec,(bstart,disp_Washing),t,end) for each value t belonging to the interval [35, 42]. ⊓
⊔
As usual, a trace is a sequence of input/output pairs together with a time interval. The time interval
indicates the lower and upper bounds associated with the lapses between receiving each input and
performing its associated output. Therefore, this interval will be computed by the addition of all the
time intervals associated with the transitions conforming the trace. An evolution is a trace starting
at the initial state of the machine.
Definition 4
Let M = (S, I, O, T r, sin ) be an IFSM. A timed trace, or simply trace, of M is a tuple
(s, s′ , (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or ), d) if there exist
Ptransitions (s1 , s2 , i1 , o1 , d1 ), . . . , (sr , sr+1 , ir , or , dr ) ∈
T r such that s = s1 , s′ = sr+1 , and d =
di .
The sequence (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or ) is a non-timed evolution, or simply evolution, of M if
(sin , s′ , (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or ), d) is a trace of M for some d ∈ IIR+ and s′ ∈ S . NTEvol(M ) denotes
the set of non-timed evolutions of M .
The pair ((i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or ), d) is a timed evolution of M if there exists s′ ∈ S such that
(sin , s′ , (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or ), d) is a trace of M . TEvol(M ) denotes the set of timed evolutions of M .
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Let n ≥ 1, i1 , . . . , in ∈ I , and o1 , . . . , on−1 ∈ O. The set of outputs after the sequence
i1 /o1 , . . . , in−1 /on−1 , in is defined as
setout(M, i1 /o1 , . . . , in−1 /on−1 , in ) =


∃s, s′ ∈ S, d, d′ ∈ IIR+ :


(sin , s, (i1 /o1 , . . . , in−1 /on−1 ), d) trace of M
o∈O


∧ (s, s′ , in , o, d′ ) ∈ T r

⊓
⊔

The notion of timed trace/evolution is important for the subsequent theory and deserves some
additional discussion. Specifically, there is an alternative way to define the time information
associated with a timed evolution. It consists in separately recording the time associated with
each component of the trace, so that there is not a unique time interval associated with the whole
sequence but a time interval associated with each input/output pair. This approach would give rise
to implementation relations with a higher distinguishing power. Note that it is very easy to adapt the
current framework to deal with this type of timed evolutions. In fact, it would be enough to consider
the notions introduced in a previous work by the authors [35] so that the current notion of timed
evolution would produce weak implementation relations while the alternative notion would produce
strong relations.
Example 3
Consider again the specification of a washing machine presented in Figure 1. The tuple
(sin,sqc,(bon/Select_Program,bcot/Cotton,bquick/Quick_Wash),[3,6])

is a trace of M . Its associated timed evolution is
((bon/Select_Program,bcot/Cotton,bquick/Quick_Wash),[3,6])

This timed evolution represents that from state sin the machine will perform the sequence of
displays Select_Program,Cotton,Quick_Wash after the user has pressed the sequence
of buttons bon,bcot,bquick, and the system will reach the state sqc. The associated interval
indicates that the addition of the three lapses of time recorded between receiving each input and
performing the associated output must belong to [3, 6]. As it has been already mentioned, the time
that the system is waiting to receive the corresponding inputs is not taken into account.
If the previously discussed notion of timed evolution were used, then it would become
(bon/Select_Program/[1,2],bcot/Cotton/[1,2],bquick/Quick_Wash/[1,2])

⊓
⊔

3. IMPLEMENTATION RELATIONS
This section introduces several implementation relations. Following the classical pattern, an
implementation conforms to a specification if for all possible sequences of inputs that the
specification can perform, the outputs emitted by the implementation are a subset of those of the
specification. Intuitively, this means that the implementation cannot invent a behavior (that is, an
output) for those traces that the specification can perform. This pattern is borrowed from ioco [39]
and was firstly introduced in the context of finite state machines in the work [40].
A specification is an IFSM while implementations are input-enabled IFSMs. This is a usual
condition to assure that the implementation will react (somehow) to any input. In order to simplify
the presentation, it will be assumed that specifications and implementations are given by observable
IFSMs (see Definition 2). Note that even restricting to this kind of machines, it is still possible to
have two transitions (s, s1 , i, o1 , d1 ) and (s, s2 , i, o2 , d2 ), as far as o1 6= o2 . Thus, some degree of
non-determinism is allowed within these constraints.
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Examples of non-timely conformance.

Definition 5
Let S and I be two observable IFSMs where I is also input-enabled. I non-timely conforms to S ,
denoted by I confnt S , if for all e = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir−1 /or−1 , ir /or ) ∈ NTEvol(S), with r ≥ 1, and
all e′ = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir−1 /or−1 , ir /o′r ),
e′ ∈ NTEvol(I) =⇒ e′ ∈ NTEvol(S)
⊓
⊔

From now on, it will be usually omitted that specifications and implementations are observable
and that implementations are input-enabled. Note that, in the previous definition, if the
specification would also have the property of being input-enabled then the condition “for all
e = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir−1 /or−1 , ir /or ) ∈ NTEvol(S), with r ≥ 1 ” can be removed, so that the notion
of conformance becomes trace inclusion.
Example 4
Consider the systems M1 and M2 depicted in Figure 2, where time information has been omitted. It
is straightforward to check that M2 confnt M1 . Note that the non-timed evolutions of M2 having
as prefix the sequence (a2 /b3 , a2 /b4 ) are not checked because M1 (playing the role of specification)
cannot perform those evolutions.
Consider that M1 is extended with the transition (2, 2, a2 , b5 , d) so that M1 is input-enabled.
Then, M1 does not conform to M2 . For example, M2 may perform the non-timed evolution
e = (a2 /b3 , a2 /b4 ), M1 has the non-timed evolution e′ = (a2 /b3 , a2 /b5 ), but e′ does not belong
to the set of non-timed evolutions of M2 . Note that e and e′ share the common prefix a2 /b3 , a2 . ⊓
⊔
Since the previously introduced implementation relation will be used to define the rest of
implementation relations given in this paper, it can be useful to have an alternative definition. The
following result states that the confnt relation can be alternatively defined by considering those
outputs that can be performed after some input/output sequences are performed. These sequences
are selected from those that the specification S can perform, that is, it is enough to consider only
those sequences e such that setout(S, e) 6= ∅.
Lemma 1
Let S and I be two IFSMs. I confnt S if and only if for all sequences of input/outputs
i1 /o1 , . . . , in−1 /on−1 , in , with setout(S, i1 /o1 , . . . , in−1 /on−1 , in ) 6= ∅, the following inclusion
holds:
setout(I, i1 /o1 , . . . , in−1 /on−1 , in )
⊆
setout(S, i1 /o1 , . . . , in−1 /on−1 , in )
⊓
⊔

The following definition introduces the first timed implementation relation. In addition to the nontimed conformance of the implementation, it requires a time condition to hold: The time intervals
of the implementation correspond to those of the specification.
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Definition 6
Let I and S be IFSMs. I conforms in time to S , denoted by I confint S , if I confnt S and for all
e ∈ NTEvol(I) ∩ NTEvol(S) and all time intervals d ∈ IIR+ ,
(e, d) ∈ TEvol(I) =⇒ (e, d) ∈ TEvol(S)
⊓
⊔

Despite its neat definition, this relation suffers from practical problems due to the assumption that
the implementation under test is a black box. The assumed black-box testing framework forbids to
check whether the corresponding intervals coincide indeed. Each observation of the implementation
provides one of the time values allowed by the implementation at a given configuration (i.e., it
provides a single time within the corresponding interval of the implementation). Hence, some of
the time values allowed by the implementation at this configuration could remain unknown after
observing this point of the implementation any given number of times. For example, suppose that
a test is applied an arbitrarily big number of times and all observed time values belong to the
interval [2, 4]. Still, the corresponding implementation interval could be [1, 5]. Thus, it is necessary
to give more realistic implementation relations that are less accurate but are checkable. The only
additional assumption needed in the testing framework to capture this idea is that the time that the
implementation takes to perform a given sequence can be recorded. In order to do that, the concept
of timed execution is used. A timed execution is simply an input/output sequence together with
the time that it takes to perform the sequence. In a certain sense, timed executions can be seen
as instances of timed evolutions where the time interval is substituted by a specific time within
it. Timed executions are grouped into multisets. These multisets will be later used to denote the
observations collected by testing an implementation.
Definition 7
Let M = (S, I, O, T r, sin ) be an IFSM. A multiset H of elements contained in (I × O)∗ × IR+ is
a multiset of timed executions of M if for all (e, t) ∈ H there exists d ∈ IIR+ such that (e, d) ∈
TEvol(M ) and t ∈ d.
Let H = {|(e′1 , t1 ), . . . , (e′n , tn )|} be a multiset of timed executions of M and Φ = {e | ∃ t :
(e, t) ∈ H} be the set of input/output sequences in H . The function Obs_TimeH : Φ −→ ℘(IR+ )
defined, for all e ∈ Φ, as Obs_Time H (e) = {|t | (e, t) ∈ H|} is called the time function of H .
⊓
⊔
Example 5
Consider again the system introduced in Figure 1. The following is a possible set of timed executions


((bon/Select_Program,bcot/Cotton,bquick/Quick_Wash,bstart/Washing),53) 






((bon/Select_Program,bcot/Cotton,bquick/Quick_Wash,bstart/Washing),55) 








((bon/Select_Program,bcot/Cotton,bquick/Quick_Wash,bstart/Washing),55)








((bon/Select_Program,bcot/Cotton,bstart/Washing),87)






 ((bon/Select_Program,bcot/Cotton,bstart/Washing),88)

((bon/Select_Program,bcot/Cotton,bstart/Washing),88)
H=




 ((bon/Select_Program,bcot/Cotton,bstart/Washing),89)







((bon/Select_Program,bwool/Wool,bstart/Washing),39)








((bon/Select_Program,bwool/Wool,bstart/Washing),39)








((bon/Select_Program,bwool/Wool,bstart/Washing),42)




((bon/Select_Program,bwool/Wool,bstart/Washing),40)

For example, if e = (bon/Select_Program,bwool/Wool,bstart/Washing) then
Obs_TimeH (e) = {|39, 39, 42, 40|}.
⊓
⊔

The following definition introduces several conformance relations where the observed time values
are contrasted, in each case, with the appropriate time intervals. The purpose of this paper is
to introduce implementation relations where the time behavior of the implementation does not
exactly correspond to the expected one, that is, it partially deviates from the behavior defined in the
specification. Intuitively, it is necessary to determine whether the amount of incorrect time values is
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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relevant to ensure the possible conformance of the implementation to the specification. Moreover,
the deviation of the observed time values with respect to the interval can be also quantified.
The next definition introduces notation to relate a set of observed time values and a time interval.
In these notions, the parameter α denotes the tolerance to have unexpected values. In particular,
greater values of α denote smaller tolerance. The first relation, ⊆α , reflects that the number of
values outside the considered interval is not large. There is no distinction between values being
smaller/greater than the lower/upper bound of the interval. The second relation, α , is used to
indicate that values greater than the upper bound are not allowed and that the number of values
smaller than the lower bound is acceptable. Finally, ≪α is useful in situations where most of the
values have to be smaller than the lower bound of the interval, while values greater than the upper
bound are again not allowed. That is, ≪α reinterprets temporal requirements imposed by intervals,
stating that time values under the lower bound are always allowed, time values between the lower
and the upper bound are acceptable only up to some extent (given by α, which here imposes a
requirement over a different temporal region), and time values over the upper bound are forbidden.
This last relation requires that the amount of time that the system spends to perform the actions
is smaller than the one specified in the corresponding transitions. The previous relations count the
number of errors but do not quantify how big these errors are. Some distance functions allow to
measure the error degree of wrong values. The first one, dist, considers both time values greater
and smaller than the bounds of the interval. The from_up function considers as wrong only those
values greater than the upper bound of the interval. Finally, the from_low function measures the
values that are not fast enough, that is, such that they are greater than the lower bound of the interval.
Thus, similarly to ≪α , the from_low relation also reinterprets the meaning of time intervals,
stating that execution times over lower bounds are acceptable only up to some extent.
Definition 8
Let d = [a1 , a2 ] ∈ IIR+ be a time interval, R be a non-empty finite multiset of non-negative real
numbers, and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
• R ⊆α d holds if

||{|r | r ∈ R ∧ (r < a1 ∨ r > a2 )|}||
≤1−α
||R||

• R α d holds if
||{|r | r ∈ R ∧ r < a1}| ||
≤ 1 − α and ||{|r | r ∈ R ∧ r > a2}| || = 0
||R||
• R ≪α d holds if
||{|r | r ∈ R ∧ a1 < r ≤ a2}| ||
≤ 1 − α and ||{|r | r ∈ R ∧ r > a2}| || = 0
||R||
• Given an observed time value r ∈ IR+ and a time interval d = [a1 , a2 ] ∈ IIR+ , the following
three functions, and their generalization to sets of values, define distances from the time
value(s) to the time interval:

if r ∈ d

 0
P
r − a2
if r > a2
dist(r, d) =
dist(C, d) = r∈C dist(r, d)2


from_up(r, d)

from_low(r, d)

a1 − r

if r < a1

=



0

if r ≤ a2

r − a2

if r > a2

=



0

if r < a1

r − a1

if r ≥ a1

Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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P

from_low (C, d) =

r∈C

P

from_up (r, d)2

r∈C

from_low(r, d)2

⊓
⊔
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By combining inclusion relations and distance functions, it is possible to evaluate the
conformance of the implementation with respect to the specification in different ways.
Definition 9
Let I and S be two IFSMs, H be a finite multiset of timed executions of I , Φ = {e | ∃ t : (e, t) ∈
H} ∩ NTEvol(S), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and β ∈ IR+ .
(H,α)

(a) I (H, α)-timely conforms to S , denoted by I confint S ,
(H,α)
(b) I (H, α)-preferable timely conforms to S , denoted by I confintp S ,
(H,α)

(c) I (H, α)-fast timely conforms to S , denoted by I confintf S ,
(H,β)

(d) I (H, β)-global timely conforms to S , denoted by I confintgb S ,
(H,β)

(e) I (H, β)-up-timely conforms to S , denoted by I confintup S ,
(H,β)

(f) I (H, β)-low-timely conforms to S , denoted by I confintlw S ,
(H,α,β)
(g) I (H, α, β)-timely conforms to S , denoted by I confint
S,
(H,α,β)
(h) I (H, α, β)-preferable timely conforms to S , denoted by I confintp
S , and
(H,α,β)

(i) I (H, α, β)-fast timely conforms to S , denoted by I confintf

S,

respectively, if I confnt S and for all e ∈ Φ and all time intervals d ∈ IIR+ , if (e, d) ∈ TEvol(S)
then, respectively,
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Obs_Time H (e) ⊆α d
Obs_Time H (e) α d
Obs_Time H (e) ≪α d
dist(Obs_Time H (e), d) ≤ β
from_up(Obs_Time H (e), d) ≤ β
from_low (Obs_TimeH (e), d) ≤ β
Obs_Time H (e) ⊆α d ∧ dist(Obs_TimeH (e), d) ≤ β
Obs_Time H (e) α d ∧ from_low (Obs_Time H (e), d) ≤ β
Obs_Time H (e) ≪α d ∧ from_low(Obs_Time H (e), d) ≤ β
⊓
⊔

First, all of the previous relations establish that the implementation must conform to the
specification in functional terms (that is, I confnt S ). In addition, a given proportion of observed
execution time values must belong to the corresponding time intervals indicated by the specification
((H, α)-timely conforms), optionally including the additional conditions that all time values over
upper bounds are forbidden and that the interval of allowed time values is above/below lower bounds
of intervals ((H, α)-preferable timely conforms and (H, α)-fast timely conforms, respectively). In
fact, the latter additional condition allows to reinterpret the meaning of lower bounds of intervals,
giving the opportunity to denote that time values must be between lower and upper bounds, or that
they must be under lower bounds (so time values within the interval are only partially acceptable),
respectively. Moreover, the relations (H, β)-global timely conforms, (H, β)-up-timely conforms,
and (H, β)-low-timely conforms require that distances between observed execution time values
and allowed time values do not exceed a established threshold. These first six relations are a
straightforward application of time criteria given in Definition 8. In addition, proportion-based
criteria and distances-based criteria can be combined, leading to new implementation relations. The
last three relations of the previous definition consider both kinds of requests simultaneously, that
is, relations demand conditions both over the proportion of observed time values being out of the
interval and over the distances from these values to the corresponding interval. In fact, these three
combined relations, that is (H, α, β)-timely conforms, (H, α, β)-preferable timely conforms, and
(H, α, β)-fast timely conforms, are a representative sample of the kind of combined relations that can
be defined. Note that many other choices to combine proportions criteria and distances criteria do
not provide valuable new relations. For instance, a relation combining  and from_up is equivalent
to a relation based only on  (i.e., preferable timely conforms). Similarly, the combination of ≪ and
from_up does not provide a new relation either.
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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a1 /b1 , [1, 3]

a4 /b4 , [3, 9]

a2 /b2 , [2, 5]

a3 /b3 , [3, 6]

Obs_Time H1 (e)
{|1.9, 2.3, 2.6, 2.8, 3|}
{|2.9, 3.6, 3.8, 3.9, 3.9, 4.1|}
{|5.6, 5.6, 6.2, 6.5, 6.5, 6.8, 8.3, 8.5, 10.1, 10.1|}
{|7.4, 7.9, 9.3, 10.9, 10.9, 11.3, 11.6, 13.0, 13.2|}

Obs_Time H2 (e)
{|1.2, 1.2, 1.3, 1.3, 1.4|}
{|3.1, 3.2, 3.2, 3.2, 3.6, 3.8|}
{|6.4, 6.4, 6.4, 6.5, 6.5, 6.7|}
{|9.2, 9.2, 9.2, 9.2, 9.2, 9.3, 9.3, 9.3, 9.3|}

interval
[1, 3]
[3, 8]
[6, 14]
[9, 23]

where e1 = (a1 /b1 ), e2 = (a1 /b1 , a2 /b2 ), e3 = (a1 /b1 , a2 /b2 , a3 /b3 ) and e4 = (a1 /b1 , a2 /b2 , a3 /b3 , a4 /b4 ).

Figure 3. Examples of implementation relations.

The following two examples show and compare the features of the different implementation
relations given in Definition 9. The first example is more numeric and it is useful to illustrate
the different computations associated with the implementation relations. The second example uses
several variants of a real system to intuitively illustrate which implementation relation should be
used in each specific situation.
Example 6
Consider the specification depicted in Figure 3 (its initial state is the one placed on the top of the
graph). Two multisets of timed executions, H1 and H2 , have been collected from a system under
test. The table in Figure 3, bottom, shows the projections of these multisets for each sequence of
actions as well as the time interval that the specification indicates for the corresponding sequence.
All the implementation relations require some conditions with respect to the ratio of observed
time values outside/inside the time intervals and the total number of values. The system (H1 , α)timely conforms and (H1 , α)-preferable timely conforms to the specification for certain values of
α. On the one hand, there are no time values greater than the upper bounds. On the other hand,
the number of values registered during the execution of the traces e1 , e2 , e3 , and e4 that are smaller
than the lower bound of the intervals is small: 0 ,1, 2, and 2, respectively. The greatest ratio of
time values out of the bounds of the associated interval corresponds to the trace e4 and takes the
value 92 = 0.22. Therefore, the conditions “for all traces e in the sample, Obs_TimeH1 (e) ⊆α d”
and “for all traces e in the sample, Obs_Time H1 (e) α d” are satisfied only if α takes a value less
than or equal to 0.78. Consider the set H2 . There are no values out of the bounds of the intervals.
Therefore, the conditions hold for all levels of tolerance, that is, for all values of α. Regarding the
relation (H2 , α)-fast timely conforms, the system only fulfills the requirement “for all traces e in the
sample Obs_TimeH2 (e) ≪α d” when α is equal to 0. This situation happens because all the timed
execution values are between the bounds of the corresponding interval for each trace and, therefore,
the systems is never fast.
The relation (H, β)-up-timely conforms only establishes restrictions over the values greater than
the upper bound of the interval. Taking into account that both H1 and H2 contain values smaller
than the upper bounds, the implementation (H1 , β)-up-timely conforms and (H2 , β)-up-timely
conforms to the specification for all values of β . Regarding the (H, β)-low-timely conformance
relation, the required condition is satisfied by the system with respect to the set of values
H1 if β takes values greater than 53, that corresponds to the maximum value of the function
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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from_low(Obs_Time H1 (e), d). In the case of H2 , it is enough that β takes values greater than
1.47 because all the time execution values are very close to the lower bounds of the intervals.
Finally, taking into account the previous requirements, if the parameters α and β take appropriate
values, the system (Hi , α, β)-timely, preferable timely, and fast timely conforms to the specification,
for i ∈ {1, 2}.
⊓
⊔
The following simple example illustrates why it is interesting to have several implementation
relations. In particular, given different variants of a system, it is important to chose the most
appropriate implementation relation to capture, in a more suitable way, the notion of good
implementation.
Example 7
Suppose the testing of a video player application. Specifically, consider the functionality that
iteratively decodes the next frame and sends it to the video device. The time required to process
and send the next frame should approximately match the time during which each frame is displayed
on the screen, that is, ideally, this time should be within a given interval [t1 , t2 ]. If the next frame
is processed at time t > t2 , then there are two choices: Either delaying the display (discontinuousspeed reproduction) or refusing to display it when time t2 is reached, thus keeping the previous
frame (skipped reproduction). If the next frame is processed at time t < t1 , then it could be
immediately displayed (discontinuous-speed reproduction again), it could be discarded (again,
skipped reproduction), or it could be stored so that it is sent to the video device later (this requires
that the player is provided with enough memory to keep early images until it displays them). Next,
different scenarios are considered as well as the implementation relation that should be checked for
each one.
Depending on the kind of errors detected, the chosen implementation relation should consider
errors from a different point of view. In particular, if the consequences of early or late behaviors
depend on how early or late they are produced, then distances should be considered. In this example,
this is the case if early and late images are actually displayed when they are produced: Displaying
a frame 0.2 seconds late is worse than displaying it 0.1 seconds late. However, if the consequences
of early and late behaviors do not depend on the gap between the observed time and the expected
time, then the proportion of wrong time values should be used. In this example, this is the case if
early and late images are discarded: If after 0.3 seconds it is decided not to wait anymore and keep
the previous frame, then it is irrelevant how late the delayed image will be produced.
Suppose that there is not enough memory available to store images produced too early for being
displayed later, and both early and late images are just discarded. In this case, the tester should
be concerned only about the number of discarded images. Therefore, the (H, α)-timely relation is
suitable. Furthermore, assume that discarding an image due to late processing is just unacceptable.
In this case, a good choice is (H, α)-preferable timely. Alternatively, suppose that there is enough
memory available to store early images (i.e., early images can be displayed later at the expected
time) and late images are discarded (i.e., late images produce skipped reproduction). Moreover,
consider that producing an image too late is completely unacceptable. In this case, the (H, α)-fast
timely relation should be chosen. Regarding the previous too late limit, note that this relation, as
well as (H, α, β)-fast timely, considers both late and too late limits. This is done by assuming that
the late limit is denoted by the lower bound of each interval, while the upper bound denotes the too
late limit. This interpretation allows to denote that any time beyond the late limit is not good, but
any time beyond the too late limit is unacceptable.
Assume that there is not enough memory to store early images and both early and late images are
actually sent to the video device. In this situation, the tester should be concerned about how early
and how late are early/late images. In this case, the (H, β)-global timely relation should be used.
If there is enough memory to properly handle early images but late images are actually (lately)
displayed then the tester should be concerned about how late are these images. Therefore, either
the (H, β)-up-timely relation or the (H, β)-low-timely relation should be used, depending on how
lower and upper bounds of the specification are used. In addition, a more flexible approach, where
both early and late images may be displayed/discarded depending on run-time conditions, can be
considered. For instance, memory limitations could bind the maximal number of early images that
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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can be stored to be displayed later on time and a given displaying policy could limit the number of
images that are discarded due to late processing. In this case the (H, α, β)-timely relation should be
used because this relation accounts both the proportion of time values that are outside the interval
and the distances from these values to the interval. There are other possibilities. If early images
are discarded, images exceeding upper bounds of intervals are unacceptable, and displaying images
later than the lower bounds of intervals is considered bad, then the (H, α, β)-preferable relation
should be chosen. However, if the memory allows the device to handle early images, late images
can be either displayed or discarded, and too late images are unacceptable, then the (H, α, β)-fast
timely relation should be used.
In conclusion, deciding which implementation relation should be checked strongly depends on
the kind of system and on the kind of behaviors that are considered acceptable in each case.
⊓
⊔
Note that having the previously defined relations parameterized by the set H is somehow similar
to consider the, widely used, fairness assumption in formal testing: If a system I is tested enough,
it can be assumed that all the possible paths of the tested system were exercised. The fairness
assumption essentially corresponds to have H = TEvol(I) while the framework presented in this
paper considers that an implementation is correct up to a certain submultiset of TEvol(I). Note
that the fairness assumption is related to the more general notion of fairness in systems where it
is assumed that if a possibility is available enough times then it will be eventually chosen (see the
book [41] for a good discussion on fairness and different possibilities to define appropriate notions).
Some properties of the proposed implementation relations are identified next. Implications
identified in part (c) of the following proposition are graphically depicted in Figure 4.
Proposition 1 (a) (reflexivity) Let M be an IFSM, H be a multiset of timed executions of M ,
0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and β ∈ IR+ . Let conf(H,α,β) be any of the implementation relations given in (a),
(b), (d), (e), or (g) of Definition 9 (ignore α or β if they do not apply in that case). Then,
M conf(H,α,β) M .
(b) (transitivity) Let A, B, C be input-enabled IFSMs and conf(H,α,β) be any of the
implementation relations given in Definition 9. If A conf(H,α,β) B and B conf(H,α,β) C
then A conf(H,α,β) C .
(c) (implications) Let A, B be IFSMs.
(H,α)

(c.1) If A confintp
(c.2)
(c.3)
(c.4)
(c.5)

(H,α)

B then A confint

(H,β)
If A confintlw B then A
(H,α,β)
If A confint
B then A
(H,α,β)
If A confintp
B then
(H,β)
A confintup B ,
(H,α,β)
If A confintf
B then A

B,

(H,β)
confintup B ,
(H,α)
confint B and
(H,α)
A confintp B ,
(H,α)

(H,β)

A confintgb B ,
(H,β)

(H,α)

A confintlw B , A confint
(H,β)

B , and

(H,β)

confintf B , A confintlw B , and A confintup B .

Proof
In order to prove (a), note that the relations conf(H,α,β) impose both non-temporal and temporal
constraints. The non-temporal requirement of conf(H,α,β) is given by confnt . By Definition 5 it
is straightforward to check that confnt is reflexive. Regarding temporal constraints, note that all
relations given in (a), (b), (d), (e), (g) of Definition 9 accept all execution time values that are both
over the lower bound and under the upper bound of the IFSM at the right hand side of conf(H,α,β) .
Since H is a multiset of timed executions of the IFSM at the left hand side of conf(H,α,β) , all
execution time values are within the corresponding intervals of the IFSM at the left side. Thus, the
temporal requirement of conf(H,α,β) holds and M conf(H,α,β) M .
In order to prove (b), assume that A conf(H,α,β) B and B conf(H,α,β) C . Then, in particular,
A confnt B and B confnt C . Since A and B are input-enabled, the confnt relation reduces
to trace containment. Therefore, NTEvol(A) ⊆ NTEvol(C), concluding A confnt C . Regarding
temporal constraints imposed by conf(H,α,β) , note that A conf(H,α,β) B and B conf(H,α,β) C
imply that H is a multiset of timed executions of both A and B . The temporal requirement of
conf(H,α,β) is assessed by comparing the multiset H of timed executions of the IFSM at the left
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(H,α,β)

A confintf
(H,α)

A confintf B

(H,α,β)

B

A confintp

B

(H,β)

A confintp B

(H,β)

A confint

(H,α)

A confintlw B

(H,α)

A confintup B

B

(H,α,β)

A confint

B

(H,β)

A confintgb B

Figure 4. Implications between relations.

hand side with the IFSM at the right hand side. Thus, if B conf(H,α,β) C then the temporal
requirement of A conf(H,α,β) C holds as well, since the same multiset H of timed executions is
considered. Therefore, A conf(H,α,β) C .
(H,α)
The five subcases of (c) are proved next. First, (c.1) is considered. If A confintp B then
A confnt B and the execution time values collected from A fulfill the following conditions:
• They are never greater than the upper bounds imposed by B and
• the proportion of execution time values smaller than lower bounds imposed by B is smaller
than 1 − α.

These two conditions imply, in particular, that the proportion of execution time values out of the
(H,α)
intervals imposed by B is below 1 − α. Since A confnt B , it can be concluded that A confint
B . Next, (c.2) is proved. For a given time interval [a1 , a2 ] imposed by B for some trace, let Q be the
set of all execution time values of H for the corresponding trace that are greater than a1 . Besides, let
Q′ ⊆ Q be the set of all execution time values of H that are greater than a2 . It is trivial to check that
the addition of squares of distances from time values in Q to a1 is lower than or equal to the addition
of squares of distances from time values in Q′ ⊆ Q to a2 since Q′ is contained in Q, a2 ≥ a1 , and
Q′ contains only values greater than a2 . Given the fact that A confnt B , it can be concluded that
(H,β)
A confintup B . Regarding the three implications given in (c.3), (c.4), and (c.5), note that the
relation assumed in the premise of each of these three cases imposes two conditions over temporal
(H,α,β)
samples. In particular, in (c.3) the premise A confint
B requires, in addition to I confnt S ,
that for all e ∈ Φ and all time intervals d ∈ IIR+ , if (e, d) ∈ TEvol(S) then two conditions
(H,α,β)
must hold: Obs_Time H (e) ⊆α d and dist(Obs_Time H (e), d) ≤ β . Thus, A confint
B
trivially implies the relation imposing that requirement only over Obs_TimeH (e) ⊆α d (that is,
(H,α)
confint ) and the relation imposing that requirement only over dist(Obs_Time H (e), d) ≤ β
(H,β)
(H,α,β)
(H,α)
(that is, confintgb ). For a similar reason, in (c.4) the relation confintp
implies confintp
(H,α,β)

(H,β)

and confintlw . The other two relations implied by confintp
(H,β)
confintup ,

having

are a consequence of (c.1) and having

(H,β)
confintlw ,

(H,α)
confintp ,

(H,α)

in (c.4), that is confint

and a consequence of (c.2) and
(H,α,β)

respectively. Similarly, in (c.5) the relation confintf

(H,α)
conditions required by confintf

(H,β)
and confintlw ,

by (c.2).

and

(H,β)
while confintup

contains the temporal
(H,β)

is a consequence of confintlw
⊓
⊔

Note that the implementation relations given in (c), (f), (h), and (i) of Definition 9 are not reflexive.
This is so because relations based either on ≪α or on from_low do not necessarily accept all
execution time values that are within the intervals given by the IFSM placed at the right side of
the relation. Intuitively, this result means that, in these relations, a good implementation must be
faster than the specification, and therefore, the specification itself cannot be a good implementation.
Besides, it is worth to point out that the only implications between pairs of relations given in
Definition 9 are those identified in the previous result.
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The next result identifies some special conditions that make the previous relations collapse. The
idea is that sometimes specifications follow a predefined pattern regarding temporal behaviors. For
example, if it is assumed that taking low time values is always allowed, then specifications could use
only time intervals of the form [0, a2 ]. This is the case if, for example, time information is associated
with the time required to compute a value (getting faster the result of a computation is generally
good). Alternatively, taking only intervals of the form [a1 , ∞] implicitly denotes that high time
values are not bad. This would be suitable if time information denotes the time consumed before
some kind of undesired behavior is produced. Other specifications could denote that there is a single
ideal time for each event (i.e., only intervals [a1 , a1 ] are used) and any other time is not appropriate.
In these special circumstances, some of the implementation relations given in Definition 9 collapse,
that is, they denote the same requirements.
Proposition 2
Let I, S be two IFSMs and consider the following IFSMs:
1. S ′ coincides with S but replacing its
{(s, s′ , i, o, [0, a2 ])|(s, s′ , i, o, [a1 , a2 ]) ∈ T r}.
2. S ′′ coincides with S but replacing its
{(s, s′ , i, o, [a2 , a2 ])|(s, s′ , i, o, [a1 , a2 ]) ∈ T r}.
3. S ′′′ coincides with S but replacing its
{(s, s′ , i, o, [a1 , ∞])|(s, s′ , i, o, [a1 , a2 ]) ∈ T r}.
4. S ′′′ coincides with S but replacing its
{(s, s′ , i, o, [a2 , ∞])|(s, s′ , i, o, [a1 , a2 ]) ∈ T r}.

set of transtions by the set T r′ =
set of transtions by the set T r′′ =
set of transtions by the set T r′′′ =
set of transtions by the set T r′′′′ =

The following properties hold:
(H,α)

S ′′′ iff I confintp S ′′′

(H,α)

S ′ iff I confintf S ′′′′

(a) I confint

(b) I confint

(H,α)

(H,α)

(H,α)

(H,α)

(c) I confintp S ′ iff I confintf S ′′
(H,α)

(H,α)

(d) I confintp S ′′ iff I confintf S ′
(H,β)

(H,β)

(H,β)

(H,β)

(e) I confintgb S ′ iff I confintup S ′
(f) I confintgb S ′ iff I confintlw S ′′′′
(H,β)

(H,β)

(g) I confintlw S ′′ iff I confintup S
(H,β)

(h) I confintup S ′′′ iff I confnt S
(H,α,β)

(i) I confint

(H,α,β)

S ′ iff I confintf

S ′′′′

Proof
Only the proof of (c) is given since the rest of the results can be proved by using similar arguments.
Consider the implication from left to right. Let Φ = {e | ∃ t : (e, t) ∈ H}∩ NTEvol(S ′ )
(H,α)
and suppose I confintp S ′ . Then, I confnt S ′ and for all e ∈ Φ and d ∈ IIR+ , (e, d) ∈
′
TEvol(S ) implies Obs_TimeH (e) α d. That is, for all (e, [a1 , a2 ]) ∈ TEvol(S ′ ), ||{|r | r ∈
||
H (e) ∧ r<a1}|
Obs_TimeH (e) ∧ r > a2}| || = 0 and ||{|r | r∈Obs_Time
≤ 1 − α. Next, it is necessary
||Obs_TimeH (e)||
(H,α)

to check that the conditions required to fulfill I confintf S ′′ actually hold. The first requirement,
I confnt S ′′ , trivially holds because I confnt S ′ and time intervals do not affect confnt . For
(H,α)
this reason, Φ = {e | ∃ t : (e, t) ∈ H}∩ NTEvol(S ′′ ). The second requirement of I confintf S ′′
′′
is that for all e ∈ Φ and all d ∈ IIR+ , (e, d) ∈ TEvol(S ) implies Obs_TimeH (e) ≪α d. That
is, it is necessary to prove that for all (e, [a1 , a2 ]) ∈ TEvol(S ′′ ), ||{|r | r ∈ Obs_Time H (e) ∧
||
H (e) ∧ a1 <r≤a2}|
r > a2}| || = 0 and ||{|r | r∈Obs_Time
≤ 1 − α. By the construction of S ′′ from S ,
||Obs_TimeH (e)||
′′
for all (e, [a1 , a2 ]) ∈ TEvol(S ), a1 = a2 . Moreover, by the construction of S ′ from S , for all
(H,α)
(e, [a2 , a2 ]) ∈ TEvol(S ′′ ), (e, [0, a2 ]) ∈ TEvol(S ′ ) holds and by the assumption of I confintp
S ′ , ||{|r | r ∈ Obs_TimeH (e) ∧ r > a2}| || = 0, which is the first condition required for all
||
H (e) ∧ a2 <r≤a2}|
(e, [a2 , a2 ]) ∈ TEvol(S ′′ ). The second requirement is in fact ||{|r | r∈Obs_Time
≤
||Obs_TimeH (e)||
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(H,α)

1 − α, which trivially holds because the interval a2 < r ≤ a2 is empty. Therefore, I confintf S ′′
holds.
(H,α)
In order to prove the right to left implication, note that I confintf S ′′ implies that I confnt S ′′
and for all (e, [a2 , a2 ]) ∈ TEvol(S ′′ ), ||{|r | r ∈ Obs_TimeH (e) ∧ r > a2}| || = 0 and the (trivial)
||
H (e) ∧ a2 <r≤a2}|
condition ||{|r | r∈Obs_Time
≤ 1 − α. So, by using similar arguments as before,
||Obs_TimeH (e)||
′
I confnt S and for all (e, [0, a2 ]) ∈ TEvol(S ′′ ), ||{|r | r ∈ Obs_TimeH (e) ∧ r > a2}| || = 0 and
(H,α)
}||
H (e) ∧ r<0|
the (trivial) condition ||{|r | r∈||Obs_Time
≤ 1 − α. Thus, I confintp S ′ .
⊓
⊔
Obs_TimeH (e)||

4. DEFINITION AND APPLICATION OF TESTS
A test represents a sequence of inputs applied to the implementation under test. After applying
each input, it is necessary to check whether the received output is expected or not. In the latter
case, a fail signal is produced. In the former case, either a pass signal is emitted (indicating
successful termination) or the testing process continues by applying another input. In order to test an
implementation with input and output sets I and O, respectively, tests are deterministic acyclic I/O
labeled transition systems (i.e. trees) with a strict alternation between an input action and the set of
output actions. An output action is followed either by a leaf (indicating either failure or successful
termination) or by an input action. Leaves are labeled either by pass or by fail. In the first case, a
time stamp is also placed in the leaf. The time stamp will be a time interval. The idea is that the time
that the implementation takes to reach that point will be compared with the time stamp.
Definition 10
A test is a tuple T = (S, I, O, T r, s0 , SI , SO , SF , SP , CT ) where S is the set of states, I and O
are disjoint sets of input and output actions, respectively, T r ⊆ S × (I ∪ O) × S is the transition
relation, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, and the sets SI , SO , SF , SP ⊆ S are a partition of S . The
transition relation and the sets of states fulfill the following conditions:
• SI is the set of input states, with s0 ∈ SI . For all input states s ∈ SI there exists a unique
outgoing transition (s, a, s′ ) ∈ T r. For this transition, a ∈ I and s′ ∈ SO .
• SO is the set of output states. For all output states s ∈ SO and all o ∈ O there exists a unique
state s′ such that (s, o, s′ ) ∈ T r. In this case, s′ ∈
/ SO . Moreover, there do not exist i ∈ I and
s′ ∈ S such that (s, i, s′ ) ∈ T r.
• SF and SP are the sets of fail and pass states, respectively. These states are called terminal.
That is, for all states s ∈ SF ∪ SP , there do not exist a ∈ I ∪ O and s′ ∈ S such that
(s, a, s′ ) ∈ T r.

Finally, CT : SP −→ IIR+ is a function associating time stamps, that is, a time interval, with passing
states.
e
Let e = i1 /o1 , . . . , ir /or . T =⇒ s denotes that s ∈ SF ∪ SP and that there exist states
s12 , s21 , s22 , . . . sr1 , sr2 ∈ S such that {(s0 , i1 , s12 ), (sr2 , or , s)} ⊆ T r, for all 2 ≤ j ≤ r,
(sj1 , ij , sj2 ) ∈ T r, and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, (sj2 , oj , s(j+1)1 ) ∈ T r.
A test T is valid if the graph induced by T is a tree with root at the initial state s0 . A set of tests
T = {T1 , . . . , Tn } is called a test suite.
⊓
⊔
From now on, the reader must assume that tests refer only to valid tests. Figure 5 shows three
valid tests that can be applied to the running example. For the sake of clarity, in this graphical
representations a branch labeled by else represents a separate branch for each output different
from the one appearing to the right of the corresponding else-branch.
Next, the application of a test to an implementation is defined. A test suite T is passed if, for all
tests, the terminal states reached by the composition of the implementation and the test belong to
the set of passing states. Note that since implementations are input-enabled, the testing process will
conclude only when the test reaches either a fail or a success state.
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T1

T2

T3

bon

bon

bon

else

Select_Program

f ail

else
f ail

else
f ail

else

Select_Program

f ail

bcot
Cotton

else
f ail

bstart
Washing

else

pass, [87, 99]

f ail

else

Select Program

f ail

bwool
Wool
bstart
Washing
pass, [50, 65]

else
f ail

else
f ail

bec
Easy_Cares
bquick
Washing
pass, [38, 48]

Figure 5. Three different tests.

Definition 11
e
e
Let I be an IFSM, T be a test, and s be a state of T . I k T =⇒ s denotes that T =⇒ s and
e ∈ NTEvol(I).
I passes the test suite T , denoted by pass(I, T ), if for all tests T =
(S, I, O, T r, s, SI , SO , SF , SP , CT ) ∈ T and e ∈ NTEvol(I) there does not exist s ∈ SF such that
e
I k T =⇒ s.
⊓
⊔
Example 8
Consider the running example presented in Figure 1 and the tests given in Figure 5. The system
passes the test suite {T1 , T2 } since there does not exist a computation that leads to a fail state. On
the contrary, if the test suite {T3 } is applied then a failing computation appears since, for example,
the system and the test can perform the sequence
bon,Select_Program,bec,Easy_Cares,bquick

but the message displayed by the system after the button bquick is pressed, that is, Quick_Wash,
leads the test to a fail state.
⊓
⊔
The previous definition of passing tests does not take into account the time values that will be
collected during the application of tests. The set of observed timed executions will be checked
against time stamps. In fact, it is necessary to obtain a set of test executions associated to each
evolution in order to evaluate if they match, in a certain sense, the time interval associated to the
corresponding state of the test. In order to increase the reliability degree, the method presented in
this paper does not follow the classical approach where passing a test suite is defined according
only to the results for each test. In this method all the observations will be put together so that more
samples for each evolution will be available. In particular, some observations will be used several
times. In other words, an observation from a given test may be used to check the validity of another
test sharing the same observed sequence.
Definition 12
e
e
Let I be an IFSM, T be a test, and s be a state of T . I k T =⇒t s denotes that T =⇒ s and that there
exists d ∈ IIR+ such that (e, d) ∈ TEvol(I) and t ∈ d. In this case, (e, t) is called a test execution
of I and T .
Let I be an IFSM and T = {T1 , . . . , Tn } be a test suite. Let
Sn H1 , . . . , Hn be finite multisets of
test executions of I and T1 , . . . , Tn , respectively. Let H = i=1 Hi , Φ = {e | ∃ t : (e, t) ∈ H},
β ∈ IR+ , and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Then,
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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(H, α)-timely passes the test suite T ,
(H, α)-preferable passes the test suite T ,
(H, α)-fast passes the test suite T ,
(H, β)-global timely passes the test suite T ,
(H, β)-up-timely passes the test suite T ,
(H, β)-low-timely passes the test suite T ,
(H, α, β)-timely passes the test suite T ,
(H, α, β)-preferable passes the test suite T , and
(H, α, β)-fast passes the test suite T
e

respectively, if pass(I, T ) and for all e ∈ Φ and all T ∈ T , I k T =⇒ s implies, respectively,
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Obs_Time H (e) ⊆α CT (s)
Obs_Time H (e) α CT (s)
Obs_Time H (e) ≪α CT (s)
dist(Obs_Time H (e), CT (s)) ≤ β
from_up(Obs_Time H (e), CT (s)) ≤ β
from_low (Obs_TimeH (e), CT (s)) ≤ β
Obs_Time H (e) ⊆α CT (s) ∧ dist(Obs_Time H (e), CT (s)) ≤ β
Obs_Time H (e) α CT (s) ∧ from_low (Obs_TimeH (e), CT (s)) ≤ β
Obs_Time H (e) ≪α CT (s) ∧ from_low(Obs_Time H (e), CT (s)) ≤ β
⊓
⊔

Note that an observed timed execution does not contain the time interval associated with
performing the evolution (that is, the addition of all the intervals corresponding to each transition
of the implementation) but the addition of all the time values that elapsed between the reception of
each input and the performance of its associated output.
Intuitively, an implementation passes a test if there does not exist an evolution leading to a fail
state and certain conditions on observed values hold. The set H corresponds to the observations
of the (several) applications of the tests belonging to the test suite to the implementation under
test. Thus, it must be decided whether, for each evolution e, the observed time values (that is,
Obs_TimeH (e)) match the definition of the time intervals appearing in the successful state of
the tests corresponding to the execution of that evolution (that is, CT (s)).
Example 9
Consider again the running example presented in Figure 1 and the tests given in Figure 5. The
system passes the test suite {T1 } for the (H, α)-timely, (H, α)-preferable, (H, β)-global timely,
(H, β)-up-timely, and (H, α, β)-timely notions, for any value of α and β . This is so because these
notions of passing a test suite only impose restrictions over the time values observed out of the
interval associated to the pass state. In this case, all the values collected from the system, that is,
{|87, 88, 88, 89|}, are included in the corresponding interval [87, 99]. The notions (H, α)-fast and
(H, α, β)-fast are based on the limitation of the number of time values within the interval given by
the relation ≪α . The system only fulfills the requirement if the value of α is equal to zero, taking into
account that Obs_Time H (e) ≪α [87, 99] only holds for this value. In addition, the system does not
pass the test suite {T1 } for the notions (H, β)-up-timely, (H, α, β)-preferable, and (H, α, β)-fast, if
the value of β is greater than dist(Obs_Time H (e), [87, 99]) = 6.
The system passes the test suite {T2 } according to the different notions depending on the
tolerance degree established and the error degree of wrong values accepted. For example, assume
that α = β = 0 and consider the sample of observations included in the multiset H described
in Example 5. In this situation, the system (H, α)-timely, (H, α)-preferable, and (H, α)-fast
passes the test suite {T2 }. The same situation appears regarding the notions that considers
the distance functions from_low ( ) and from_up( ). However, the system fails according to
the definition of (H, β)-global timely passing the test suite. The reason is that the value of
dist(Obs_Time H (e), CT (s)) = dist({|39, 39, 40, 42|}, [50, 65]) = 406 is greater than the value
considered for β .
⊓
⊔
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5. DERIVATION OF TEST SUITES
This section introduces an algorithm to derive tests from a specification. The derived test suites are
sound and complete with respect to the implementation relations introduced in Section 3. The basic
idea underlying test derivation consists in traversing the specification in order to get all the possible
evolutions in an appropriate way. First, some additional notation is needed.
Definition 13
Let M = (S, I, O, T r, sin ) be an IFSM. For all s ∈ S and i ∈ I , the set out(s, i) is defined as
out(s, i) = {o | ∃ s′ , d : (s, s′ , i, o, d) ∈ T r}
Given s ∈ S, i ∈ I, o ∈ O, and d ∈ T , the function after(s, i, o, d) is defined as
(
(s′ , d + d′ )
if (s, s′ , i, o, d′ ) ∈ T r
after(s, i, o, d) =
error
otherwise
⊓
⊔

The function out(s, i) computes the set of output actions associated with those transitions that
can be executed from s after receiving the input i. The function after(s, i, o, d) computes the
situation that is reached from a state s after receiving the input i, producing the output o, when
the duration of the testing process so far is given by d. A situation is a pair containing the reached
state and the cumulated intervals since the system started its performance. Note that, due to the
assumption that IFSMs are observable, after(s, i, o, d) is uniquely determined. In addition, this
function will be applied only when the side condition holds, that is, error will never be returned
as result of applying after.
The algorithm to derive tests from a specification M is given in Figure 6. This algorithm is nondeterministic and each application returns a single test. By considering the set of all tests that can
be obtained by taking non-deterministic choices in all possible ways, a test suite is extracted from
the specification. This test suite is called tests(M ).
The algorithm works as follows. A set of pending situations Saux keeps those tuples denoting
the possible states and duration values that could appear in a state of the test whose definition
has not been completed yet (that is, its outgoing transitions have not been defined yet). A tuple
(sM , d, sT ) ∈ Saux indicates that the state sT of the test is not completed yet, the current state in
the traversal of the specification is sM , and the accumulated time interval in the specification from
the initial state is given by d. The set Saux initially contains a tuple with the initial states (of both
specification and test) and the initial situation of the process (that is, the time interval is [0, 0]). There
are two possibilities for each tuple belonging to Saux . It is important to remark that the second step
can be applied only when the set Saux becomes a singleton. So, the derived tests correspond to valid
tests as introduced in Definition 10. The first possibility simply indicates that the state of the test
becomes a passing state. The second possibility takes an input and generates a transition in the test
labeled by this input. Then, the whole sets of outputs is considered. If the output is not expected by
the specification (step 2.(e) of the algorithm) then a transition leading to a failing state is created.
This could be simulated by a single branch in the test, labeled by else, leading to a failing state.
For the expected outputs (step 2.(f) of the algorithm), a transition with the corresponding output
is created and the appropriate tuple is added to the set Saux . Note that a (finite) test is constructed
simply by considering a step where the second inductive case is not applied.
Example 10
The test T1 given in Figure 5 is one of the tests that the algorithm may produce when applied to
the system given in Figure 1. Initially, the input bon is chosen in the step 2.b of the algorithm
and a transition labeled by this input is generated in the test. The considered input determines the
expected output(s). In this case, only Select_Program can be displayed on the screen. Thus,
a transition for the Select_Program output is created in the test (step 2.f of the algorithm).
Moreover, another transition leading to a fail state is created for the rest of the outputs, represented
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Input: A specification M = (S, I, O, T ran, sin ).
Output: A case T = (S ′ , I, O, T ran′ , s0 , SI , SO , SF , SP , CT ).
Initialization:
• S ′ := {s0 }; T ran′ , SI , SO , SF , SP := ∅.
• Saux := {(sin , [0, 0], s0 )}.

Inductive Cases: Choose one of the following two options until Saux = ∅.
1. If (sM , d, sT ) ∈ Saux then perform the following steps:
(a) Saux := Saux − {(sM , d, sT )}.
(b) SP := SP ∪ {sT }; CT (sT ) := d.
2. If Saux = {(sM , d, sT )} and ∃ i ∈ I : out(sM , i) 6= ∅ then perform the following steps:
Saux := ∅.
Choose i such that out(sM , i) 6= ∅.
Consider a fresh state s′ ∈
/ S ′ and let S ′ := S ′ ∪ {s′ }.
T
SI := SI ∪ {s }; SO := SO ∪ {s′ }; T ran′ := T ran′ ∪ {(sT , i, s′ )}.
For all o ∈
/ out(sM , i) do
• Consider a fresh state s′′ ∈
/ S ′ and let S ′ := S ′ ∪ {s′′ }.
′′
′
• SF := SF ∪ {s }; T ran := T ran′ ∪ {(s′ , o, s′′ )}.
(f) For all o ∈ out(sM , i) do
• Consider a fresh state s′′ ∈
/ S ′ and let S ′ := S ′ ∪ {s′′ }.
′
′
′
• T ran := T ran ∪ {(s , o, s′′ )}.
′
M
• (sM
1 , d ) := after(s , i, o, d).
M
• Saux := Saux ∪ {(s1 , d′ , s′′ )}.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Figure 6. Derivation of tests from an observable specification.

by the label else. After this, the input bcot is selected. The only output that the specification can
perform is the display of the Cotton message; a new transition associated to this output is included
in the test. For the rest of the outputs, the corresponding transition leading to a fail state is created.
The specification moves to state sc and the input bstart is selected. The appropriate transitions
are created and, finally, step 1 of the algorithm is applied in order to conclude the generation of
this test. Only one pass state is created. The attached time interval represents the associated time
values with the different possibilities to perform the complete input/output sequence. Note that the
algorithm considers only the lapses, extracted from the specification, between reception of inputs
and performance of outputs.
⊓
⊔
The main result of the paper shows that passing the test suite tests(S) for a sample H is
equivalent to having the conformance of the implementation under test with respect to S , according
to the relations given in Definition 9.
Theorem 1
Let I and S be IFSMs. Given a finite multiset H of timed executions of I , β ∈ IR+ , and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
(H,α)

(a) I confint S iff I (H, α)-timely passes tests(S).
(H,α)
(b) I confintf S iff I (H, α)-fast passes tests(S).
(H,α)

(c) I confintp S iff I (H, α)-preferable passes tests(S).
(H,β)

(d) I confintgb S iff I (H, β)-global timely passes tests(S).
(H,β)

(e) I confintup S iff I (H, β)-up-timely passes tests(S).
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(H,β)

(f) I confintlw S iff I (H, β)-low-timely passes tests(S).
(H,α,β)
(g) I confint
S iff I (H, α, β)-timely passes tests(S).
(H,α,β)
(h) I confintf
S iff I (H, α, β)-fast passes tests(S).
(H,α,β)

(i) I confintp

S iff I (H, α, β)-preferable passes tests(S).

Proof
Only the proof of (g) is given since the proofs of the rest of results are similar.
The right to left implication will be proved by counterpositive. Therefore, assume that
(H,α,β)
I confint
S does not hold. There are two possibilities.
First, suppose that the previous relation does not hold because I confnt S does not
hold. This means that there are two non-timed evolutions e = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir−1 /or−1 , ir /or )
and e′ = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir−1 /or−1 , ir /o′r ), with r ≥ 1, such that e ∈ NTEvol(S), e′ ∈ NTEvol(I),
and e′ 6∈ NTEvol(S). It will be shown that if e ∈ NTEvol(S) then there exists T =
e
(ST , I, O, T r, s0 , SI , SO , SF , SP , CT ) ∈ tests(S) such that T =⇒ sT and sT ∈ SP . This test is
built by applying the algorithm given in Figure 6 and solving non-deterministic choices as follows:
for 1 ≤ j ≤ r do
apply inductive case 2 for input ij
apply inductive case 1 for all (sM , d, sT ) ∈ Saux obtained
by processing any output different from oj
end
apply inductive case 1 for the last (sM , d, sT ) ∈ Saux
e′

This test T is such that T =⇒ uT , for some uT ∈ SF . This is because the output o′r is necessarily
treated in step (e) during the last application of the inductive case 2, since e′ 6∈ NTEvol(S). Given
the fact that T ∈ tests(S), pass(I, tests(S)) does not hold. Thus, I (H, α, β)-timely passes
tests(S) does not hold.
(H,α,β)
Second, suppose that I confint
S does not hold because there exists a sequence e ∈
′
′
{e | ∃ t : (e , t) ∈ H} ∩ NTEvol(S) and a time interval d ∈ IIR+ such that (e, d) ∈ TEvol(S)
and either Obs_Time H (e) 6⊆α d or dist(Obs_Time H (e), d) > β . Consider the test T built
before for the non-timed evolution e. Since e ∈ NTEvol(S), sT ∈ SP for a state sT satisfying
e
T =⇒ sT . Besides, since H is a multiset of timed executions of I , for all sequences e ∈
e
{e′ | ∃ t : (e′ , t) ∈ H} ∩ NTEvol(S), e ∈ NTEvol(I). Therefore, I k T =⇒ sT . According to the
construction of T , CT (sT ) denotes the interval of time values allowed by S to execute e, that
is, CT (sT ) = d. Hence, if Obs_TimeH (e) 6⊆α d then Obs_Time H (e) 6⊆α CT (sT ) and thus I
(H, α, β)-timely passes tests(S) does not hold. In addition, if dist(Obs_Time H (e), d) > β
then dist(Obs_Time H (e), CT (sT )) > β and I (H, α, β)-timely passes tests(S) does not hold
either.
The left to right implication will be also proved by counterpositive. Therefore, assume that I
(H, α, β)-timely passes tests(S) does not hold.
First, suppose that I (H, α, β)-timely passes tests(S) does not hold because
pass(I, tests(S)) does not hold. This means that there exists a test T ∈ tests(S),
e′ = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir−1 /or−1 , ir /o′r ), and sT

e′

such that I k T =⇒ sT

and sT ∈ SF . Then,

e′

e′ ∈ NTEvol(I) and T =⇒ sT . According to the test derivation algorithm, a branch of a
test leads to a failure state only if the associated output cannot be produced in the specification.
Hence, e′ 6∈ NTEvol(S). Note that the algorithm creates a failure state only when the inductive
case 2 is applied. Applying this case requires that out(SM , i) 6= ∅, that is, the specification
must provide some output in response to the chosen input. Thus, there exists an output or
and a non-timed evolution e = (i1 /o1 , . . . , ir−1 /or−1 , ir /or ) such that e ∈ NTEvol(S). Since
e′ ∈ NTEvol(I), e′ 6∈ NTEvol(S), and e ∈ NTEvol(S), it can be concluded that I conf
6 nt S .
(H,α,β)
Thus, I confint
S does not hold.
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Second, assume that I (H, α, β)-timely passes tests(S) does not hold but pass(I, tests(S))
holds. In this case, there must exist a sequence e ∈ {e′ | ∃ t : (e′ , t) ∈ H} and a test
e
T = (ST , I, O, T r, s0 , SI , SO , SF , SP , CT ) ∈ T , with I k T =⇒ sT , such that either
T
T
Obs_TimeH (e) 6⊆α CT (s ) or dist(Obs_Time H (e), CT (s )) > β . Note that, since
pass(I, tests(S)) holds, sT ∈ SP . By the construction of tests(S) according to the
test derivation algorithm given in Figure 6, CT (sT ) denotes the interval of time values
allowed by S to execute e, that is, for some d ∈ IIR+ , (e, d) ∈ TEvol(S) and CT (sT ) = d.
(H,α,β)
Thus, if Obs_Time H (e) 6⊆α CT (sT ) then Obs_Time H (e) 6⊆α d and I conf
6 int
S . In
addition, if dist(Obs_TimeH (e), CT (sT )) > β then dist(Obs_TimeH (e), d) > β . Therefore,
(H,α,β)
I confint
S does not hold.
⊓
⊔

6. RELATED WORK
This section briefly reviews some related work. The extensions of process algebras with time are
somehow related to the proposal presented in this paper since process algebras usually rely on
semantic models, either equivalence relations or (pre-)orders, to relate processes. The following
proposals [15, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 18, 47] can be mentioned among many others. There is a main
difference between the work on timed process algebras and the work reported in this paper. In the
former, the considered semantic relation relates two processes generated from the same language,
that is, both processes have the same nature and the code of both of them is visible. In contrast, the
proposal presented in this paper relates two objects of different nature: One of them is visible (the
specification) and the other one is not (the implementation). Even assuming that the implementation
is written in the same language as the specification, it is not possible to access its textual description.
This fact produces that implementation relations asymmetrically relate processes: They compare
intervals of the specification with time values extracted from the implementation. Similarly, even
though the objective is similar, applying tests to systems, this proposal is not very related to the
classical de Nicola & Hennessy’s testing theory [48, 49]. The latter is based on comparing two
processes by analyzing their responses to all the tests of a given set of tests. In addition, processes
are always visible, so that their branching can be fully observed. On the contrary, the approach
presented in this paper consists in applying tests, derived from specifications, to implementations to
determine whether the implementation is somehow correct with respect to the specification.
There are already several papers devoted to formal testing of timed systems (for example, the
papers [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 35, 50], to name a few). The interested reader is referred to the paper [28]
where a comparison between different approaches is presented. Even though (formal) timed testing
can be considered a mature area of research, only a few papers directly or indirectly consider the
topic of non-strict deadlines, and this number is even more reduced when restricted to a testing
framework. The work reported in the paper [51] presents a probabilistic formalism to approximate
the idea of soft deadline. However, this approach is not very related to the one presented in this
paper since, on the one hand, they are based on the work [48, 49], and, on the other hand, they
use a probabilistic approach, based on the paper [52], to deal with soft deadlines. As mentioned in
the introduction of the paper, stochastic models allow to partially simulate soft deadlines. In this
line, there are two proposals to test stochastic systems [53, 54]. but they are also inspired on the
work [48, 49].
Although not directly related to this framework, it is worth to mention the topic of testing nonstrict requirements over some kind of numerical values (not specifically time) as presented in the
paper [55]. A distance between two systems is calculated by measuring how far the numerical
values associated to actions in one of them are from the values associated to the same actions in the
other one. In particular, the distance between two traces composed of the same actions is given by
the maximum difference between values associated to the same steps in both sequences. Based on
this idea, the distance between two systems is the highest distance between traces of both systems,
where each trace of one system is compared to the nearest trace of the other. In the paper [56], this
distances approach is considered in a framework where numerical values explicitly represent time,
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although the goal is not to develop a black-box testing methodology to check the correctness of an
implementation under test, but to directly compare/study models in a white-box fashion. This is also
the goal of the work reported in the paper [57], where semantic relations, such as traces inclusion,
traces equivalence, simulation, and bisimulation, are developed for a similar (but not specifically
timed) quantitative framework. In the paper [58], several functions associating each trace to a single
numerical value, depending on the values associated to actions in the trace, are considered and
studied (e.g. maximum, sum, different kinds of limits for infinite traces, etc).
In contrast with these approaches to non-strict requirements, which are based on the previously
described notion of distance [55, 56, 57] or on associating a single value to each trace [58], the
testing framework presented in this paper provides a richer way to express what is allowed, partially
allowed, or completely forbidden in non-strict (temporal) requirements.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a novel framework to specify and test timed systems showing both soft and
hard deadlines. Nine conformance relations, that take into account the different considerations of
what a slightly erroneous system is, were introduced and the precise relation between these relations
was studied. The paper develops a testing theory by introducing a notion of test and by defining how
tests are applied to implementations and what is the meaning of passing a test. Finally, it has been
proved that testing a system with the appropriate test suite is equivalent to establishing that it is
related with the specification from which the test suite was derived.
There is still some room for future work. In particular, this paper is the first step, together with the
paper [26], to define a testing theory for systems presenting both time and probabilistic information
expressed by means of intervals. A second direction for further research is to increase the expressive
power of the formalism. In this line, the formalism [35] can be used to extend the machines used in
this paper with data.
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